Accomplishments for 2010
Bill Bryan United Skim Tour (UST) Champion 2010 for
the third straight year.
Vic team still holding on to top ranking.
First ever Women’s Pro event at the Victoria Skimboards World Championship of Skimboarding (WCS)
Contest 2010.
34th Annual Victoria WCS Contest live internet video
stream, a HUGE first which we hope you enjoyed.

Innovations for 2011
Vastly improved Ultra with a stronger and lighter core.
Oven cured epoxy boards are now lighter and stronger.
All new art for a wide range of skimboard styles.
Softer middle section rails on all board bottoms for
fewer glitches in planing and turning.
Extra fine sanded top rails on all boards.
Woody Model with classic shape is back.
All new Slider Model for Flatland or the beach.
Redesigned shipping boxes lower the cost to ship.
Expanding on the live internet video stream of the
WCS.
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Victoria Skimboards started the revolution back in
1976 and has been innovating ever since. No other
company has made anywhere near the number of
innovations that Victoria has. We are simply the
best in what ever price range you have in mind.
Victoria skimboards are guaranteed to last longer,
ride better, and have the best customer service on
the planet today. Relentless dedication to improvement on a daily basis is our promise to you. What I
learned as a kid skimboarding at Vic and everything
learned from our team riders, customers and countless consultants over time is incorporated into
every skimboard we make. Victoria Skimboards is
named after the generations of skimboarders that
came before us at Victoria Beach, a small cove in
Laguna Beach,
California.

BILL
BRYAN
CABO, MEXICO
photo: garner

- UST Champion three straight
years
- 14x WCS Champion
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WOODY
The Woody is for beginners who want to try the sport. Great for learning how to run, jump on, slide far, and
bash small waves. This is the board we all learned on as kids and the tough fiberglass bottom will hold it's
shape and last for generations. Cheaper, pop out wood boards, will warp and will not slide unless perfectly
flat which is a waste of your money. The Woody wave art is hand done on every board in the USA. Size tip;
the rider should just be able to comfortably hold the board under his or her arm.

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE CHART

Size
Core Material: Hardwood
- durable on impact
XS
- holds rocker over time
S
Core Thickness: 3/8”
M
Resin: Polyester
ML
- resists sand abrasion
L
Rails: Soft, Boxy
XL
Shape: New shape for 2011
- decreased length and added width to
help the beginning rider
Rocker: Low for longer slide
Finish: Hand painted art finish with
gloss

Suggested Weight
30 - 85 lbs
65 - 110 lbs
110 - 140 lbs
130 - 160 lbs
150 - 200 lbs
180 - 220 lbs

Dimensions
35.2” x 17.8”
36.5” x 18.5”
38.1” x 19.3”
39.7” x 20.1”
41.6” x 21.3”
43.8” x 22.2”

Art available only on size Medium and Large boards while supplies last.

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE CHART

Core Material: Polyurethane
Core Thickness: 5/8” untapered
Fiberglass: E-glass
- industry standard fiberglass with low
weight and great strength properties
Resin: Epoxy
- stiff, durable, and lightweight resin
Rails: Hybrid
Shape: Modified wave riding with
rounded pin tail
Rocker: Mid
Finish: Gloss

Size
S
M
L

Suggested Weight
75 - 120 lbs
110 - 150 lbs
140 - 190 lbs

GRAY

CYAN

PATCHWORK

VICTORY

For beginning to intermediate riders, the Foamie is the best value foam core skimboard on the market today.
The Foamie is strong, durable, and has an excellent wave riding shape. The 7 lb. density, 5/8" thick
polyurethane core with epoxy fiberglass wrap and plastic bottom means this board is practically unbreakable.
Foam core boards are 20% larger and lighter than equivalent wood core boards and many beginning wave
riders choose to skip over the Woody Model and go right to the Foamie Model instead. A great choice if
you’re serious about learning to skimboard.

COLOR

FOAMIE

TORRENT

Victoria Skimboards

Dimensions
46.0” x 18.0”
48.0” x 20.0”
49.5” x 21.0”

Also available in WAKE model (visit victoriaskimboards.com).

TECHNICAL SPECS

PURPLE

GRAY

NAVY

LIME GREEN

CYAN

GREEN

The Grommet is a pro style board (light) at an amazingly low price for the youngest rippers. This is one hot
little board! Low swing weight also makes it great for technical tricks like shuv-its and airs. One size only and
stocked in a limited color supply.

RED

COLOR

GROMMET

SIZE CHART

C
Core
Material: Mid density PVC
Size
- light weight and durable
ONE
Core Thickness: 5/8” untapered
C
Fiberglass: E-glass
F
- industry standard fiberglass with low
weight and great strength properties
w
Resin: Polyester
R
- industry standard, affordable and stiff
Rails: Hybrid
R
Shape: Wave riding shape with rounded
S
pin tail
p
- Vic standard for wave riding and quick
rresponse in all conditions
Rocker: Mid
R
Finish: Gloss or light weight finish
F

Suggested Weight
70 - 100 lbs

Dimensions
44.5” x 17.0”

Art options available (see Stock Art Options).

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE CHART

Core Material: PVC mid density
Core Thickness: 5/8” untapered
Fiberglass: E-glass
- industry standard fiberglass with low
weight and great strength properties
Resin: Polyester
- industry standard, affordable, and stiff
Rails: Hybrid
Shape: Wave riding shape with rounded
pin tail
- Vic standard for wave riding and quick
response in all conditions
Rocker: Mid
Finish: Gloss or light weight finish

Size
S
M
L

Suggested Weight
80 - 120 lbs
110 - 160 lbs
150 - 180 lbs

PURPLE

ORANGE

WHITE

GRAY

NAVY

LIME GREEN

CYAN

GREEN

RED

Vastly improved for 2011, the Ultra is much lighter and stronger. What more could you want? The Ultra is a
super affordable, very high performance board for intermediate riders that is perfect for these economic
times. The Ultra utilizes the same shape and has slightly more flex than our high density models, if you are an
intermediate rider this is your board.

YELLOW

ULTRA

COLOR

Victoria Skimboards

Dimensions
51.2” x 19.4”
53.4” x 20.2”
55.7” x 21.2”

MATTHIEU
THIBAUD
ALISO BEACH, CA
photo: jasongould.net
- Designer
- Shaper
- Professional Rider

Limited colors available.
p
p
)
Art options
available ((see Stock Art Options).
Also available in WAKE models (visit victoriaskimboards.com).

TECHNICAL SPECS

PURPLE

GRAY

NAVY

LIME GREEN

CYAN

GREEN

Are you an intermediate rider over 180 pounds? The Bigfoot is the board for you. One step up from the Ultra,
this board is engineered to handle the guys with bigger feet that put their board under heavy stress. Thicker
and stronger (3/4” higher density foam) than the Ultra (5/8" medium density foam) and named after our 6'4"
manager in the 80's, Jeff 'Bigfoot' Smith, this board can take a pounding.

RED

COLOR

BIGFOOT

SIZE CHART

Core
Material: Engineered PVC high
C
Size
d
density
ONE
C
Core
Thickness: 3/4” tapered
Fiberglass: E-glass
- industry standard fiberglass with low
w
weight
and great strength properties
Resin: Polyester
- industry standard, affordable, and stiff
Rails: Hybrid
S
Shape:
Wave riding shape with rounded
pin tail and tapered nose/tail
- Vic standard for wave riding and quick
response in all conditions
Rocker: Mid
Finish: Gloss or light weight finish

Suggested Weight
170 - 230 lbs

Dimensions
56.7” x 21.5”

Art options available (see Stock Art Options).

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE CHART

Core Material: PVC high density
Core Thickness: 3/4” tapered
Fiberglass: E-glass
- industry standard with low weight and
g
great strength properties
- S-glass and Carbon options available
R
Resin: Polyester
- affordable and stiff
- Vinylester and Epoxy options available
R
Rails: Hybrid
S
Shape: Wave riding shape with rounded
p
pin tail and tapered nose/tail
- Vic standard for wave riding and quick
re
response in all conditions
R
Rocker: Mid
F
Finish: Gloss or light weight finish

Size
XS
S
MS
M
ML
L
XL
XXL

Suggested Weight
80 - 130 lbs
100 - 160 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
140 - 190 lbs
150 - 210 lbs
170 - 220 lbs
180 - 230 lbs

PURPLE

ORANGE

WHITE

GRAY

NAVY

LIME GREEN

CYAN

GREEN

RED

The Poly model is the standard for performance skimboards designed for the advanced rider. With a
tougher core for heavier/harder riders, tapered nose/tail for less weight, and lower profile nose for glide,
the Poly is the high end board that will take your riding to the next level. Years of constant tweaking have
created a very durable and reliable board allowing you to focus on your ride. Available in many sizes and
options to fine tune the board to your riding conditions.

YELLOW

POLY

COLOR

Victoria Skimboards

Dimensions
50.5” x 19.0”
51.5” x 19.5“
52.2” x 19.7”
52.7” x 20.0”
54.0” x 20.5”
55.2” x 21.0”
56.7” x 21.5”
57.9” x 22.0”

TECHNICAL SPECS

PURPLE

ORANGE

WHITE

GRAY

NAVY

LIME GREEN

CYAN

GREEN

RED

YELLOW

Built for the advanced rider, the Plane Wrap EX comes equipped with a 5/8” thick high density foam core.
With a uniform nose to tail core thickness, the Plane Wrap EX is designed to flex slightly under the riders
stance. What we call Dynamic Rocker Technology, is simply another feel altogether. Wide stance flattens
the board for distance, narrowing that stance offers control during wraps. Lighter due to it's thinner core
and epoxy resin, it is a sweet ride for the rider who can adjust his or her feet.

COLOR

PLANE WRAP EX

SIZE CHART

Core Material: PVC high density
Size
Core Thickness: 5/8” untapered
XS
Fiberglass: E-glass
S
- industry standard fiberglass with low
MS
weight and great strength properties
M
- options include S-Glass and Carbon
ML
Resin: Epoxy
L
- great bond, light weight, stiff
XL
Rails: Hybrid
XXL
Shape: Wave riding shape with rounded
pin tail and tapered nose/tail
- Vic standard for wave riding and quick
response in all conditions
Rocker: Low with Dynamic Rocker
Technology™
Finish: Light weight finish

Suggested Weight
80 - 130 lbs
100 - 160 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
140 - 190 lbs
150 - 210 lbs
170 - 220 lbs
180 - 230 lbs

Dimensions
50.5” x 19.0”
51.5” x 19.5“
52.2” x 19.7”
52.7” x 20.0”
54.0” x 20.5”
55.2” x 21.0”
56.7” x 21.5”
57.9” x 22.0”

Victoria Skimboards

TEX HAINES PRO MODEL
Brought back by Tyler Palmer and adopted by Tex Haines, this is one of the classic shapes equivalent to
surfing’s fish shapes that are currently in a comeback. Shorter length for turnability, wider middle and tail
increases the planing surface for distance, and a swallow tail provides control in the turns. It works for me.

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE CHART

Size
Core Material: PVC high density
Core Thickness: 3/4” tapered
S
Fiberglass: E-glass
M
- industry standard fiberglass with low L
weight and great strength properties
w
Resin: Polyester
- industry standard, affordable, and stiff
Rails: Boxy
Shape: Fish
- swallow tail and wings for leverage in
tturns
- tapered nose/tail for turning speed
- wider body for carry over water
Rocker: Mid
- no tail rocker
Finish: Light weight finish
- resin art included

Suggested Weight
100 - 150 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
160 - 210 lbs

Dimensions
50.0” x 20.7”
51.2” x 21.2”
55.7” x 21.0”

BOTTOM ART

POLY CARBON

Combine the Plane Wrap EX with carbon fiber and you have a tough yet light weight board. The uniform
5/8” high density foam core with carbon fiber and epoxy resin is a killer combination and make for one of
the lightest stock boards available. Dynamic Rocker adjustability, low swing weight for quick adjustments,
and speed/control all in one board. Professional rider’s added this board to their quiver and so should you.

TECHNICAL SPECS

PURPLE

WHITE

GRAY

NAVY

ORANGE

Dimensions
50.5” x 19.0”
51.5” x 19.5“
52.2” x 19.7”
52.7” x 20.0”
54.0” x 20.5”
55.2” x 21.0”
56.7” x 21.5”
57.9” x 22.0”

Suggested Weight
80 - 130 lbs
100 - 160 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
140 - 190 lbs
150 - 210 lbs
170 - 220 lbs
180 - 230 lbs

LIME GREEN

CYAN

Core Material: PVC high density
Size
Core Thickness: 3/4” tapered
XS
Fiberglass: Carbon
S
- stiff and light in weight
MS
Resin: Polyester
M
- affordable, stiff, and proven over many ML
years of use
L
- Vinylester and Epoxy options available XL
Rails: Hybrid
XXL
Shape: Wave riding shape with rounded
pin tail and tapered nose/tail
- Vic standard for wave riding and quick
response in all conditions
Rocker: Mid
Finish: Gloss or light weight finish

GREEN

PLANE WRAP EX CARBON

SIZE CHART

RED

Victoria Skimboards

TECHNICAL SPECS

YELLOW

Art options
p
available (see
(
Stock Art Options).
p
)

COLOR

The Poly model with Carbon fiberglass gives the advanced to expert rider added stiffness for pumping out
to waves and flexing less in turns. Whether technical tricks or connecting side wash at the Wedge, the
Poly Carbon has the speed, turning power, and stability to take the “standard” to the next level. Preferred
by professionals everywhere, you cannot go wrong with the Poly Carbon.

SIZE CHART

Size
Core Material: PVC high density
XS
Core Thickness: 5/8” untapered
S
Fiberglass: Carbon
MS
- low weight and superior stiffness
M
Resin: Epoxy
ML
- great bond, light weight, stiff
L
Rails: Hybrid
Shape: Wave riding shape with rounded XL
XXL
pin tail and tapered nose/tail
- Vic standard for wave riding and quick
response in all conditions
Rocker: Low with Dynamic Rocker
Technology™
Finish: Light weight finish

Suggested Weight
80 - 130 lbs
100 - 160 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
140 - 190 lbs
150 - 210 lbs
170 - 220 lbs
180 - 230 lbs

Dimensions
50.5” x 19.0”
51.5” x 19.5“
52.2” x 19.7”
52.7” x 20.0”
54.0” x 20.5”
55.2” x 21.0”
56.7” x 21.5”
57.9” x 22.0”

MORGAN
JUST
LONG BEACH ISLAND, NJ
photo: jasongould.net

- WCS Champion
- East Coast Champion

MORGAN JUST PRO MODEL
Morgan Just likes to go big, period. He rides almost daily with a technical style that puts him in extreme
conditions. Morgan needs a board that is reliable and performs 100% of the time as he connects the side
wash from 10th St. to the Wedge. He has that in the Morgan Just Pro Model. Perfect for technical tricks
and drive on “heavy” waves, the slightly lower rocker offers speed for the advanced to expert rider to
reach those far out waves.
Morgan’s quiver consists of his pro model in size medium
and his pro model in size medium small.

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE CHART

Core Material: PVC high density
Core Thickness: 3/4” with tapered
nose/tail
Fi
Fiberglass:
Carbon
- added stiffness and decreased weight
- professional level glass with the
lightest
lig
posible weight
Resin:
Polyester
R
- affordable and stiff
R
Rails:
Low Taper
- extremely responsive
Shape:
Sh
Wave riding shape with rounded
ded
pin
pi tail
- Vic standard for wave riding and quick
uick
response
re
in all conditions
Rocker:
Low per Morgan’s specifica-R
tions
tio (1.75“ nose & 1/8” tail rocker)
Finish:
Light weight finish
Fi

Size
S
MS
M
L

Suggested Weight
100 - 150 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
160 - 210 lbs

Dimensions
51.5” x 19.5”
52.2” x 19.7”
52.7” x 20.0“
55.7” x 21.0”

BOTTOM ART
Victoria Skimboards

BILL BRYAN PRO MODEL
Bill Bryan is a World Champion that has been dominating the sport of skimboarding through his riding and
video production for over the past 15 years. To keep that standard, Bill needs a world class board. Built
light and stiff, the Bill Bryan Pro Model is for the advanced to expert rider. Designed to travel across the
water while keeping your speed in order to reach larger waves and perform more technical maneuvers at
more critical times, the Bill Bryan Pro Model has been proven to work on any wave around the globe.
Bill’s quiver consists of his pro model in size medium small
and his pro model in size medium.

TECHNICAL SPECS
Core Material: PVC high density
Core Thickness: 3/4” with tapered
nose/tail
Fiberglass: Carbon
- added stiffness and decreased weight
- professional level glass with the
lightest posible weight
Resin: Epoxy
- extra bond, softer flex, light in weight
Rails: Low/Mid Taper
- extremely responsive with high speed
holding power
Shape: Wave riding shape with rounded
ed
pin tail
- Vic standard for wave riding and quick
ck
response in all conditions
Rocker: Low per Bill’s specifications
(1.75“ nose & 1/8” tail rocker)
Finish: Light weight finish

SIZE CHART
Size
S
MS
M
L

Suggested Weight
100 - 150 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
160 - 210 lbs

Dimensions
51.5” x 19.5”
52.2” x 19.7”
52.7” x 20.0“
55.7” x 21.0”

BOTTOM ART

BRANDON
ROTHE
PUERTO RICO
photo: lerum

- WCS Champion
- Flatland Champion
- Videographer

BRANDON ROTHE PRO MODEL
Brandon Rothe is a fluid and inventive skimboarder. He needs a board that is fluid in ride but also has the
ability to pop technical tricks. The Brandon Rothe Pro Model is a mixture of toughness and finesse in one
board. Designed so the advanced to expert rider can catch the “long liner” and stick highly advanced
maneuvers, the Brandon Rothe Pro Model features custom artwork from Brandon Rothe himself. Enjoy
yours today!
Brandon’s quiver consists of his pro model in size medium
and Poly size medium.

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE CHART

Co
Core Material: PVC high density
Co
Core Thickness: 3/4” slight taper
Fi
Fiberglass: Carbon
- added stiffness and decreased weight
- professional level glass with the
lig
lightest posible weight
Re
Resin: Vinylester
- very stiff and light in weight
Ra
Rails: Boxy with a taper toward the
no
nose
- releases easily from the face of the
wa
wave
Sh
Shape: Wave riding shape, blunt nose,
an
and rounded pin tail
Ro
Rocker: Mid per Brandon’s specificatio
tions (2” nose and 1/8” tail)
Fi
Finish: Light weight finish

Size
S
MS
M
L

Suggested Weight
100 - 150 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
160 - 210 lbs

Dimensions
51.5” x 19.7”
52.2” x 20.0”
52.7” x 20.2”
55.7” x 21.2”

BOTTOM ART

Victoria Skimboards

MATTHIEU THIBAUD PRO MODEL
The debut year of the Matthieu Thibaud (Muchu) pro model board is finally here! Shaped by Muchu and
ridden around the world, the board is a great new addition to our lineup. This is the board Muchu chooses TECHNICAL SPECS
to ride when the waves get heavy. Anywhere from Hossegor, France to pounding Aliso Beach to the heavy
shorebreak in Melaque, Mexico, Muchu needs a board that turns fast and can hold an edge on the steepest Core Material: PVC high density
Core Thickness: 5/8” untapered
face. The advanced rider now has the option to pull into the biggest barrel and trust the board to stay
Fiberglass: Carbon
under their feet.
- added stiffness
and decreased weight
sti
Matthieu Thibaud will be donating a portion of his board sales in 2011 to the “Heart of Sailing” Foundation
- professional
professio
level glass with the
which introduces children with cognitive impairment to the nautical world.
lightest posible
pos
weight
Matthieu’s quiver consists of his pro model in
Resin: Vinylester
Viny
size medium and his pro model with a 3/4” core
- very stiff and
a light in weight
in size medium.
Rails: Boxy with a slight taper toward
the nose
Shape: Wave
Wav riding shape, blunt nose,
e,
and rounded
rounde pin tail
- more blunt
blun nose than standard
models
Rocker: Low
Lo per Matthieu’s specifica-tions (1.75“ nose & 1/8” tail)
- added speed
on the face of the wave
sp
ve
Finish: San
Sanded matte finish

SIZE CHART
Size
S
M
L

Suggested Weight
100 - 150 lbs
120 - 180 lbs
160 - 210 lbs

Dimensions
51.5” x 19.7”
52.7” x 20.2”
55.7” x 21.2”

BOTTOM ART

Also available in squash tail/custom shape options.

TECHNICAL SPECS

PURPLE

GRAY

NAVY

LIME GREEN

CYAN

GREEN

The Factor is a wake skimboard, designed to ride behind a boat. Excellent low swing weight for technical
tricks yet stiff and strong for great acceleration. Refined by skimboarders for 34 years, it has the perfect rocker
for great overall speed. Includes a removable fin for drive in the turns and/or stability in the wake. Complete
with deck traction, the Factor gives all riders a crisp and responsive feel on the water.

RED

COLOR

FACTOR

SIZE CHART

Core Material: PVC mid density
Size
Core Thickness: 5/8” untapered
S
Fiberglass: E-glass
M
- industry standard fiberglass with low
L
weight and great strength properties
Resin: Polyester
- industry standard, affordable, and stiff
Rails: Boxy
Shape: Wake performance
- lower rocker for sliding
- shaped nose for control at the bottom
of the wake
Rocker: Mid
Finish: Gloss
Misc: Rainbow fin (6” long x 1.40” tall) &
deck traction
- thrust on the wake, turning control,
and added grip

Suggested Weight
80 - 120 lbs
100 - 160 lbs
140 - 200 lbs

Dimensions
51.2” x 19.4”
53.4” x 20.2”
55.7” x 21.2”

Also available in squash tail/custom shape options.

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE CHART

Core Material: PVC mid density
Core Thickness: 3/4” tapered
Fiberglass: Carbon
- increased board stiffness and
decreased board weight
d
Resin: Vinylester
R
- added stiffness and decreased weight
Rails: Boxy
R
Shape: Wake performance
S
- lower rocker for sliding
- shaped nose for control at the bottom
of the wake
o
Rocker: Mid
R
Finish: Gloss
F
Misc: Rainbow fin (6” long x 1.40” tall) &
M
deck traction
d
- thrust on the wake, turning control,
and added grip
a

Size
S
M
L

Suggested Weight
80 - 120 lbs
100 - 160 lbs
140 - 200 lbs

PURPLE

GRAY

NAVY

LIME GREEN

CYAN

GREEN

The Factor PCX is a lightweight wake skimboard designed for the advanced to expert wake skimboarder
looking to ride behind the boat and dominate. Equipped with Carbon fiberglass for added board stiffness
and pop, lower rocker for a quicker slide, fin for extra drive in turns/stability on the wake, and complete
deck traction, the Factor PCX is the perfect board for destroying the wake.

RED

FACTOR PCX

CARBON

COLOR

Victoria Skimboards

Dimensions
51.2” x 19.4”
53.4” x 20.2”
55.7” x 21.2”

BRI
CHMEL
MINNEAPOLIS, MN

photo: robbiegordonphto.com
- Women’s World Wakesurfing
Champion

Looking to start stomping shuv-its or learning do big spins? The slider is the perfect board for a beginner to
intermediate Flatland rider to do just that on. Durable, fast, and easy to ride make it a must have board for
any aspiring flatland rider. A step up from the flimsy wood boards you started on, the Slider is the board you
need to get serious about learning flatland skimboarding.

TECHNICAL SPECS
T
Core Material: Birch plywood
Core Thickness: 3/8”
Fiberglass: E-glass (top & bottom)
- industry standard fiberglass with low
weight and great strength properties
Resin: Polyester
- industry standard, affordable and stiff
- good wear/scour resistance
Rails: Rounded (top/bottom)
- decrease the potential for catching an
edge
Shape: Squash
Rocker: Mid
Finish: Textured
- added grip on the top of the board

NATURAL
WOOD

COLOR

SLIDER

SIZE CHART
Size
S
M
L

Suggested Weight
50 - 110 lbs
90 - 160 lbs
140 - 210 lbs

Dimensions
40.6” x 18.6”
43.5” x 20.0”
46.5” x 21.4”

MATRIX
The Matrix is the ultimate Flatland skimboard. Created for the advanced rider, this board is designed for
rails and all aspects of the water park. With more float, a lighter wood/foam core combination, and
complete deck traction, technical tricks become far easier.

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE CHART

Core Material: PVC and Birch
Core Thickness: 1/8” (birch), 5/8” (PVC)
Fiberglass: E-glass
- industry standard fiberglass with low
weight and great strength properties
Resin: Epoxy
- stiff, durable, and lightweight resin
Rails: Boxy
- decrease the potential for catching an
edge
Shape: Squash tail
- excellent for ollies
Rocker: Low
Finish: Light weight finish

Size
M
L

Suggested Weight
110 - 160 lbs
150 - 200 lbs

LIME GREEN

COLOR

Victoria Skimboards

Dimensions
41.0” X 18.0”
45.0” X 19.8”

TEDDY
VLASIS
OUTTER BANKS, NC
photo: thibaud

STOCK ART OPTIONS (for Ultra, Bigfoot, Poly)
* Stock board color is White but custom board color options are available

K*

M*

L
RASTA

TOPO

O*

N
FUSION

CLOUDS

P
DROPS

SPLAT

PURPLE

ORANGE

WHITE

GRAY

NAVY

LIME GREEN

CYAN

GREEN

RED

YELLOW

STOCK COLOR OPTIONS

R
Rounded: Designed for wave riding,
ssmooth turning, and holding on the
fface of weak waves.

Boxy: Releases easily from the face
Bo
of the wave and is a more forgiving
rail.
rai

RAIL OPTIONS

TAIL OPTIONS

S
Stock
(Round Pin): Designed
ffor all around riding, balance of hold
on the wave, and release on turns.
o

Stock (Hybrid): A mix of both
Sto
worlds. Carries speed and carves
wo
well.
we

S
Swallow:
Loose turning with extra
width on the tail which helps on
w
weaker waves (slower turns on weak
w
waves).
w

Squash: Added width in the tail to
S
help with weak waves. Releases
h
well on turns.
w

Pin: The best hold you can get on a
P
ssteep face as it gives the maximum
amount of rail.
a

CORE OPTIONS

Tapered: Holds on the face of the
Tap
wave, extremely responsive, and
wa
more sensitive.
mo

5/8” Core Thickness: Thinner, more
flexible, and untapered.
3/4” Core Thickness: Thicker,
stronger, and a tapered nose/tail.
H-60 (Mid density): Lower density
with less weight.

CLOTH & RESIN OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL BOARD OPTIONS
Polyester Resin: Standard in VS
Poly
boards and good resistance to
boar
sand abrasion. The most
affordable, stiff resin on the
affor
market.
mark
Vinylester Resin: Improved
Viny
stiffness and weight reduction. A
stiffn
great blend of Polyester and
grea
Epoxy characteristics.
Epox
Epo Resin: Maximum ding
Epoxy
resistance, soft flex, and a very
resis
strong material bond for carbon
stron
boards.
boar

E-Fiberglass: Vic and industry
E-Fi
standard fiberglass with low
stan
weight and great strength
weig
properties.
prop
S-Fiberglass: Lighter and
S-Fi
stronger than e-fiberglass.
stron

H-80 (High density): Higher density
with addeded toughness.

For custom art options on your skimboard
please reference:
www.victoriaskimboards.com
PIN

SQUASH

SWALLOW

ROUNDED

STOCK

Carbon Fiberglass: Industry
Carb
standard for the lightest and
stan
stiffest boards.
stiffe

FITTED FLEX:
Stretchable fabric
sweatband,
pro-baseball shape,
wool blended cap
with flat visor and
puff Victoria
embroidery.
Sizes:
S/M (6 7/8” - 7 1/4”)
L/XL (7 1/4” - 7 5/8”)

ADJUSTABLE:

SPLAT

6-panel, unstructured
cap with sandwich
visor, adjustable
strap with antique rail
buckle, and puff
Victoria embroidery.
Sizes: ONE

T-SHIRT:

Densely knit, pre-shrunk, 100% fitted cotton. Sizes S - XL

SUN

SPLAT

Victoria Skimboards

T-SHIRT:

Densely knit, pre-shrunk, 100% fitted cotton. Sizes S - XL

SWEATSHIRT:

80/20 polyester cotton mix, heavy weight. Sizes S - XXL

COFFIN BAG:

BOARD SOCK:

Designed for the avid
traveler. Two inner
pockets and board
straps, additional
wall padding,
reinforced zippers,
padded shoulder
strap, contact
information holder,
and handles. Perfect
for multiple boards.
Seven inches in
depth.

Stretchable terry
cloth with draw string
closure and cordora
nose piece.

HELIX
ARCH BAR:
Lightweight, 5mm tall
rectangular arch, 20
inches long for
maximum coverage.

Size: S, M, L

Size: One
Dimensions:
59.5” x 24” x 7”

CORVO:
Diamond groove
pattern, built in 5mm
tall rectangular arch
and 25mm tail kick.

STANDARD BAG:
Designed for the
daily traveler. Inner
pocket, additional
wall padding,
reinforced zippers,
padded shoulder
strap, contact
informattion holder,
and handles. Four
inches in depth.
Size: One
Dimensions:
59.5” x 24” x 4”

DVD:
Contact Victoria
Skimboards for the
latest and best
selection of
skimboarding DVDs
available.

VECTOR:
Diamond groove
pattern, built in 5mm
tall rectangular arch,
and 19mm tail kick.

www.victoriaskimboards.com

2955 Laguna Canyon Rd. #1
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
(949) 494-0059 ph
(949) 494-5485 fax

Victoria Skimboards

